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Abstract. The traditional approach to phylogenetic inference assumes that a single phylogenetic tree can represent the relationships and divergence amongst the taxa. However, taxa
sequences exhibit varying levels of conservation, e.g. due to regulatory elements and active
binding sites. Also, certain bacteria and viruses undergo interspecific recombination, where
different strains exchange or transfer DNA subsequences, leading to a tree topology change.
We propose a phylogenetic factorial hidden Markov model to simultaneously detect recombination and rate variation. This is applied to three DNA sequence alignments: one bacterial
(Neisseria), the second of HIV-1, and the third from a family of plan actin genes. Inference is
carried out in the Bayesian framework, using RJMCMC.
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1. Introduction
The underlying assumption of most phylogeneti
phylogeneti

tree

re onstru tion methods is that a single

aptures the evolutionary history of a set of taxa. A phylogeneti

tree

is dened by its topology and its bran h lengths. The topology (bran hing order) denes
the way the taxa are related. The bran h lengths indi ate the average mutational divergen e between the asso iated taxa. These trees are generally estimated from an alignment
of DNA or protein sequen es, where the
from ea h taxa.

orresponding DNA or protein sequen e is taken

However in fun tional regions of proteins, su h as the binding site for

oxygen in haemoglobin or

atalyti ally a tive sites in enzymes, the average divergen e be-

tween the sequen es de reases (Nimrod et al., 2005). Mutations in these areas are likely
to adversely ae t the probability of the organism surviving until reprodu tion, and thus
these mutations are less likely to be ome xed in the population. Hen e, these dieren es
in the divergen e indi ate areas of interest along the alignment, whi h is exploited in elds
su h as

omparative genomi s to nd

2007). These variations in the

onserved regulatory elements (Chen and Blan hette,

onservation rate along the sequen e alignment

aptured when only a single phylogeneti

annot be

tree with xed bran h lengths is used to repre-

sent the evolutionary relationships and divergen es among the taxa.

Furthermore, while

the assumption of an un hanging hierar hy between the taxa is reasonable when applied to
most DNA sequen e alignments, it

an be violated in

ertain ba teria and viruses due to
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interspe i
lead to a

re ombination. The resulting transfer or ex hange of DNA subsequen es

an

hange of the bran hing order (topology) in the ae ted region, whi h results in

oni ting phylogeneti

information from dierent regions of the alignment. If undete ted,

the presen e of these so- alled mosai
tion of the phylogeneti

sequen es

an lead to systemati

errors in the estima-

tree and the rate of divergen e along the sequen e (Husmeier and

Wright, 2001). Their dete tion, therefore, is a

ru ial prerequisite for

onsistently inferring

the evolutionary history of a set of DNA sequen es.
Various methods for dete ting eviden e of interspe i

re ombination in DNA sequen e

alignments have been developed; see, for instan e, Husmeier et al. (2005) for a re ent review.
The obje tive of the present arti le is to dis uss how the performan e of simultaneously
dete ting rate variation and re ombination using a re ently proposed (Husmeier, 2005)
ombination of phylogeneti trees with Hidden Markov models (HMMs)

an be substantially

improved.
HMMs provide a powerful tool widely used in Bioinformati s (Baldi and Brunak, 1998),
and they have been su

essfully applied to the segmentation of DNA sequen es (Boys et al.,

2000; Boys and Henderson, 2001, 2004).

Here, the obje tive is to lo ate homogeneous

segments within individual DNA sequen es whi h are

ompositionally dierent from the

rest of the sequen e. The hidden states represent the homogeneous segments to be dete ted,
whi h are hara terised by their distribution of nu leotides, or by their rst-order Markovian
transition probabilities between nu leotides (Boys et al., 2000). A
how many dierent segment types a DNA sequen e is

riti al question is to infer

omposed of. To this end, Boys and

Henderson (2001, 2004) adopted a Bayesian approa h and sampled the number of hidden
states from the respe tive posterior distribution with reversible jump (RJ) Markov

hain

Monte Carlo (MCMC).
The problem of dete ting re ombination and rate variation is related to the segmentation
of a single sequen e des ribed above, but diers from it in two important aspe ts. First, the
data to be segmented is not a single DNA sequen e but a DNA sequen e alignment. Se ond,
homogeneity in a segment is not dened with respe t to the nu leotide

omposition, but

with respe t to the underlying evolutionary history. This evolutionary history is
a phylogeneti

tree,

onsisting of its topology

HS

aptured by

and asso iated ve tor of bran h lengths

w

(depending on the nu leotide substitution model used, there might be some additional model
dependent parameters

θ).

Hen e, in generalisation of both the standard HMM applied to

DNA sequen e segmentations and the traditional approa h to phylogeneti s, one
the HMM to a phylogeneti

tree  hen eforth referred to as a phylogeneti

the latter denes the emission probabilities asso iated with the
Phylogeneti
allow for

an marry

HMM  where

olumns in the alignment.

HMMs were originally introdu ed by Felsenstein and Chur hill (1996) to

orrelations between evolutionary rates at dierent sites. The rates asso iated with

the hidden states were set to a priori xed values that were not inferred from the data.
Siepel and Haussler (2004) applied phylogeneti
sequen e alignments in the

ontext of

HMMs to model mosai

stru tures in DNA

omparative genomi s. The parameters were inferred

by maximum likelihood in a supervised way, assuming that the hidden state sequen es
were known. The appli ation of phylogeneti

HMMs to the dete tion of re ombination was

rst proposed by M Guire et al. (2000), with subsequent improvements of the inferen e
methodology by Husmeier and Wright (2001) and Husmeier and M Guire (2003). However,
these models

an

onfuse regions subje t to re ombination and rate variation. Husmeier

(2005) addressed this problem by introdu ing a phylogeneti

fa torial HMM (FHMM  see

Ghahramani and Jordan, 1997), with two dierent types of hidden states. This disentangles
topology hanges  indi ative of re ombination  from hanges of the nu leotide substitution
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rate. For the latter, a set of xed, a priori

hosen values was used, akin to the approa h of

Felsenstein and Chur hill (1996). This set of xed rates limits the a
rate variation along the sequen e

an be

3

ura y to whi h the

hara terised.

The model proposed in this paper improves on the approa h of Husmeier (2005) in three
important respe ts. First, rather than setting the parameters asso iated with the hidden
states to a priori sele ted xed values, we pla e a prior distribution on them. Se ond, we
infer the number of hidden states, whi h

orresponds to the number of homogeneous seg-

ments in the DNA sequen e alignment, with RJMCMC. Finally, we also apply this inferen e
s heme to allow for

hanges in the transition-transversion ratio along the alignment.

An alternative approa h to the HMM is the Multiple Changepoint Model of Su hard
et al. (2003) and Minin et al. (2005). Here, the tree topology, the rate, and the transitiontransversion ratio are allowed to vary between
of

hange points.

The number and lo ation

hange points are inferred in a Bayesian framework and sampled from the posterior

distribution with RJMCMC. We show that this model
of a phylogeneti

FHMM, and we

an be interpreted as a spe ial

ase

ompare the performan es of both approa hes empiri ally.

The arti le is organised as follows. We des ribe the model in Se tion 2, while Se tion 3
outlines our MCMC inferen e s heme. Se tion 4

ompares our model with the breakpoint

models of Su hard et al. (2003) and Minin et al. (2005), while Se tion 5 dis usses an alternative model with

oupled estimation of the rate and transition-transversion ratio. In

Se tion 6 we dis uss our predi tions on a ba terial DNA sequen e alignment, in Se tion 7
we examine some predi tions on an alignment of maize a tin genes, and Se tion 8 investigates the predi tions for a DNA sequen e alignment of Human Immunode ien y Virus
type 1 (HIV-1). Se tion 9

ontains a dis ussion of our work, and Se tion 10 is a

on luding

summary.

2. The Model
2.1. The Bayesian phylogenetic factorial hidden Markov model (FHMM)
D

m DNA sequen es, N nu leotides long. Let a olumn in the
yt , where the subs ript t represents the site, 1 ≤ t ≤ N . Hen e
yt is an m-dimensional olumn ve tor that ontains the nu leotides at the tth site of the
alignment, and D = (y1 , . . . , yN ). The traditional approa h to phylogeneti s assumes that
Consider an alignment

of

alignment be represented by

sites in the DNA sequen e alignment are identi ally and independently distributed (iid);
see, for instan e, Durbin et al. (1998) or Husmeier et al. (2005) for a review. Given a tree
topology

w,

HS

(the notation will be ome

lear later), an asso iated ve tor of bran h lengths

and a nu leotide substitution model (with extra parameters

θ ),

the probability of the

DNA sequen e alignment is given by:

P (D|HS , w, θ) =

N
Y

P (yt |HS , w, θ).

(1)

t=1

P (yt |HS , w, θ) denotes the probability of the tth

olumn in the alignment, and is dened by

the nu leotide substitution model used. In this paper, we use HKY85, the reversible Markov
pro ess model introdu ed by Hasegawa et al. (1985), whi h has the nu leotide substitution
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rate matrix

where

N:



πA , πC , πG

and

πT

−
 απT
N=
 βπT
βπT

απC
−
βπC
βπC

βπA
βπA
−
απA


βπG
βπG 
,
απG 
−

are the equilibrium probabilities of the nu leotides,

the transition and transversion rates, and the four rows and
the four nu leotides in the order thymine (T),
The diagonal elements are given by the
If

S (t)

(2)

α

and

β

are

olumns of the matrix refer to

ytosine (C), adenine (A), and guanine (G).

onstraint that ea h row of the matrix sums to zero.

is the distribution over the nu leotides at time t and h is a su iently short time

P (S (t + h) = j|S (t) = i) = Ni,j + o h2 where j 6= i  the entries of N are

interval, then

the instantaneous transition probabilities.
Dividing

N

by

β

allows

N

to be expressed in terms of

κ = α/β .

Instead of using

κ

like Husmeier (2005) and Minin et al. (2005), we follow the DNAML (Felsenstein, 1981)
(πT πC +πA πG )
and PUZZLE (S hmidt et al., 2002) approa h and use E = κ
(πT +πC )(πA +πG ) , the ratio
of expe ted transition mutation events to transversion mutation events (Rosenberg et al.,
2003), whi h we will refer to as the transition-transversion ratio. We dene
as it is more natural to deal with ratios in the log spa e. We also normalise

Pw

that the bran h lengths

τ = log10 E
N to ensure

represent the expe ted number of mutations. This is done by

i,i πi Ni,i = −1 (Minin et al., 2005).
To simplify the model, we follow Su hard et al. (2003) and impose a produ t of inde-

res aling

N

su h that

pendent exponential distributions as a prior on the bran h lengths

P (w|r) =

Y

w:

P (wi |r, θ) ; P (wi |r) = r−1 exp (−wi /r) ,

(3)

i

where the
prior is

wi s

are the lengths of the individual bran hes of the phylogeneti

tree.

This

onjugate to the likelihood and makes analyti al integration of the bran h lengths

tra table:

P (yt |HS , r, θ) =

Z

P (yt |HS , w, θ)

P (wi |r) dw

i

= πyt,1

X

yt,m+1

...

X

Y

Myt,i ,yt,j (r) ,

(4)

yt,m+a (i,j)∈HS

yt,m+a represent the nu leotides at position t of the a unknown an estral
HS des ribes the tree as a list of onne tions between the sequen es dened
by the topology of the phylogeneti tree. Su hard et al. (2003) have derived M (r) =
P4
P4
−1
T
λi
ui viT , where N =
i=1 (1 + r /β )
i=1 λi ui vi is a de omposition of the nu leotide
substitution matrix in Equation (2) and ui , vi , and λi are all fun tions of θ , the parameters
where

yt,m+1

Y

to

sequen es, and

of the nu leotide substitution model  see Hasegawa et al. (1985).

We use the pruning

algorithm of Felsenstein (1981) to reorder the terms and summations in Equation (4) su h
that summations involving the smallest number of terms are evaluated rst. This redu es
the

omputational

hyperparameter

r

ost of evaluating the expression from exponential to polynomial. The

is a s ale parameter representing the expe ted number of mutations over

all bran hes. Note that an uninformative prior is uniform on a log rather than linear s ale,
and it is therefore more natural to parameterise the model in terms of log r rather than r
itself. We therefore dene:

ρR = log10 r.
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The iid assumption underlying Equation (1) is violated in the presen e of re ombination,
rate variation or

hanges in the transition-transversion ratio. We rst look at modelling

topology

hanges

topologies

ρS = {ρS,1 , . . . , ρS,kS },

aused by re ombination. We assume we know the set of possible tree
where

kS

is the number of dierent topologies. For sim-

pli ity of implementation, we follow Husmeier (2005) and deal only with 4 sequen es in the

ρS = {ρS,1 , ρS,2 , ρS,3 } exhaustively overs all possible unrooted tree topologies. A method to sele t a suitable andidate set ρS for alignments with more sequen es is

alignment, so

suggested in Minin et al. (2005) and straightforward to integrate into our model (although
our

urrent software does not support it yet).

HS,t ,

HS,t ∈ ρS

We introdu e the site-dependent dis rete

t. So, if HS,t = ρS,i ,
ρS,i .
Given kR log mean bran h lengths ρR = {ρR,1 , . . . , ρR,kR } and kT log transitiontransversion ratios ρT = {ρT,1 , . . . , ρT,kT }, we allow for rate variation and hanges in the
transition-transversion ratio by asso iating ea h alignment position t with hidden random
variables HR,t ∈ ρR and HT,t ∈ ρT . These pi k a rate ρR from ρR and a log transitiontransversion ratio from ρT respe tively. As before, if HR,t = ρR,i and HT,t = ρT,j , then at
alignment position t the rate is ρR,i and the log transition transversion-ratio is ρT,j . This
hidden state

where

represents the topology for site

then the topology at alignment position

t

is

allows the mean rate and the transition-transversion ratio to vary along the sequen e align-

t

ment. To summarise, for a site

HT,t ,

in the alignment there are in total three hidden variables:

HS,t , HR,t ,

and

notational

on iseness, we have merged hidden states and their asso iated parameters into

giving us three a priori independent hidden

hains. Note that for

quantities that we refer to as "hidden variables".
In this paper the subs ript

A

will be used to refer to any

A ∈ {S, R, T },

where S,

R, and T refer to states that represent the dierent tree topologies, rates, and transitiontransversion ratios, respe tively. We use this notation to dene the

hains of hidden vari-

HA = {HA,1 , . . . , HA,N }, and we represent all hidden variables in the model
dening h = {HS , HR , HT }. To allow for orrelations between sites that are lose

ables:

gether in the sequen e  while keeping the

omputational

by
to-

omplexity limited  a Markovian

dependen e stru ture is introdu ed:

P (HA |kA , ρA ) = P (HA,1 , . . . , HA,N |kA , ρA ) =

N
Y

P (HA,t |HA,t−1 , kA , ρA ) P (HA,1 |kA , ρA ) ,

t=2
where again
probabilities

A ∈ {S, R, T }.
ν = {νS , νR , νT }

are dened as:

P (HA,t |HA,t−1 , νA , kA , ρA ) = (νA ) I(HA,t =HA,t−1 )
where

I (·)

(5)

Following Felsenstein and Chur hill (1996), the transition



1 − νA
kA − 1

is the indi ator fun tion. The parameters

[1−I(HA,t =HA,t−1 )]

νS , νR ,

and

νT

for

(6)

denote the probabili-

ties of the tree topology, rate, and transition-transversion ratio, respe tively, not
between adja ent sites.

kA > 1,

hanging

We follow Husmeier and Wright (2001) and set the initial state

probabilities to:

P (HA,1 |kA ) =

1
.
kA

The resulting model is a FHMM  as illustrated in Figure 1 
independent

hains of hidden states,

(7)
ontaining three a priori

HS , HR , and HT , for the tree topologies, evolutionary
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...

...
H S,1

H S,2

HS,t+1

HS,t

HS,N
...

...
HR,1

HR,2

HT,1

HT,2

A

C

H R,t

HR,t+1

HT,t

HT,t+1

HR,N
...

...

G

T
vs

a)

HT,N
Topology

Global scaling
of
branches

A

Transition−
C transversion
ratio

G

T

y_t

b)

Figure 1. Illustration of the phylogenetic FHMM. Empty circles represent parameters or hidden variables, filled circles indicate observed variables, and dotted circles indicate specified parameters.
Sub-figure a) shows how for each position in the alignment, there are three hidden variables representing the topology, the evolutionary rate, and the transition-transversion ratio, and that these
hidden variables are correlated between neighbouring positions. These specify the characteristics of
the phylogenetic tree, shown in the bottom right, in which empty nodes represent the nucleotides of
unobserved ancestral sequences, while shaded nodes represent nucleotides in the DNA sequence
alignment. The topology HS,t specifies the connectivity of this tree while the log rate HR,t specifies
how likely mutations are along each branch in the tree. The relative likelihood of seeing a transition
as opposed to a transversion along each branch is specified by HT,t – the difference is illustrated in
the bottom left (squares represent nucleotides). Sub-figure b) shows a representation of our model in
the form of a probabilistic graphical model (Pearl, 1988), where HS , HR , HT , and D are all chains of
hidden states, as shown in Sub-figure a). The rounded box is a plate, used to repeat the same nodes
three times for A ∈ {S, R, T } – however note that kS and ρS are not inferred by the construction of
our model. νA is not defined when kA = 1, which we symbolise with a dashed line.

rates, and transition-transversion ratios, respe tively. Using FHMMs has two main benets for our model: e ient sampling from the marginal distribution of
integration over all possible
The probability of a

HA ,

and e ient

HA .

olumn of nu leotides in the alignment, the so- alled emission

P (yt |HS,t , HR,t , HT,t ), whi h an then be
λi 's, ui 's, and vi 's terms in Equation (4) also depend on
ies (πA , πC , πG , and πT )  see Hasegawa et al. (1985).

probability, depends on all three hidden states:
al ulated using Equation (4). The
the equilibrium nu leotide frequen

However, in order to keep the notation simple, we do not make this dependen e expli it in
the equations.
Note that, in prin iple,

πA , πC , πG ,

and

πT

from

θ

in Equation (4) should be in luded

in our inferen e s heme, as des ribed in Husmeier and M Guire (2003). However, Husmeier
and M Guire (2003) found that in pra ti e a xation of
estimated from their o

πA , πC , πG ,

and

πT

at values

urren es in the alignment makes little dieren e to the predi tion

Segmenting bacterial and viral DNA sequence alignments using a FHMM
of

P (HS,t |D), P (HR,t |D),

and

P (HT,t |D),

and has the advantage of redu ed

7

omputational

osts.

2.2. Prior distributions
We introdu e prior probabilities on the transition parameters
As shown in Husmeier and M Guire (2003), the

ν : P (νS ), P (νR ), and P (νT ).

onjugate prior is a beta distribution:

B (x; α, β) ∝ xα−1 (1 − x)β−1 ,
whose shape is determined by the hyperparameters

α = β = 1,

α

and

β.

(8)
In the present work, we set

redu ing our prior to a uniform distribution over the interval [0,1℄, where we

additionally

onstrain the range of valid values:


min
max
,
B(νA |α, β)I CA
≤ νA ≤ CA
(9)
 min max
the reason for this will be ome lear in Se tion 6. We dene C = CA , CA |A ∈ {S, R, T }
to be all su h thresholds. νA denes a geometri distribution over nA , the segment length:
n −1
P (nA ) = (νA ) A (1 − νA ), whi h implies an average segment length of E [nA ] = 1/(1−νA ).
min
max
min
and CA
implies that the average segment length is between 1/1−CA
Thus setting CA
max
and 1/1−CA , allowing an intuitive spe i ation of prior knowledge. Also, the posterior
distributions of νS , νR , and νT an ontain multiple modes, whi h an be easily sele ted
min
max
and CA
appropriately.
and more losely investigated by setting CA
We set our prior belief on kR , the number of rate states and kT , the number of transitionP (νA ) ∝

transversion ratios to be:

P (kR ) ∝

(λR )(kR −1)
I (kR − 1 ≤ kmax )
(kR − 1)!

P (kT ) ∝

(λT )(kT −1)
I (kT − 1 ≤ kmax )
(kT − 1)!

(10)

whi h are trun ated Poisson distributions over the number of additional rate and transitiontransversion ratio states. These are distributions over the number of additional states as
the model is nonsensi al without at least a single rate and transition-transversion ratio. We
expe t an average of

λR

additional rate states and

λT

additional transition-transversion

states. For instan e, if we expe t that on average a new rate state o urs every thousand
N
alignment olumns, then we ould set λR =
1000 . These priors are trun ated Poisson distributions, where the trun ation (kmax = 15 in our ase) ree ts our desire for a parsimonious
solution, with re-use of rates and transition-transversion ratios for dierent parts of the
alignment. In pra ti e, we never observed

kR

or

kT

to be as high as

kmax ,

implying that

our model was not ae ted by this trun ation.
To

ρT ,

omplete the spe i ation of our probabilisti

whi h have

kR

and

kT

model, we spe ify priors for

ρR

and

entries respe tively:

P (ρA |kA ) =

kA
Y

QA (ρA,i ) ,

(11)

i=1
where

QA

tion. For
(2005):

A ∈ {R, T }. We set QA (ρA,i ) =


2
N x; µ, σ 2 ∝ exp − 21 (x − µ) /σ 2 is the Gaussian density fun -

is the distribution over a single entry, for

2
N ρA,i ; µA , σA



where

omparability, we set these hyperparameters to the values used by Minin et al.
2
and σT = 1 log10 e. Using uniform

2
µR = −2 log10 e, σR
= 2 log10 e, µT = 2 log10 e,

8
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ρR and ρT did not strongly
omparison of these dierent priors.

and even-numbered order statisti s (Green, 1995) priors on
alter our predi tions  see Lehra h (2007) for a

In earlier appli ations of our method we imposed an ordering
rates

ρR

onstraint on the log

for identiability, as suggested in Green (1995). However, there has been some

ontroversy about the usefulness of imposing su h an arti ial identiability

onstraint

Jasra et al. (2005); Celeux et al. (2000). Also, our own investigations have shown, both
theoreti ally as well as empiri ally, that imposing an ordering

onstraint has no ee t on

the quantities of interest estimated with our method (see Lehra h, 2007). We have therefore
dropped the ordering

onstraint altogether, thereby simplifying the method.

In summary, the full prior distribution for the model is:


P = P (ν, kR , kT , ρR , ρT , h, |kS , ρS , C) = P νS |kS , CSmin , C max
×
S
Y

min
×
P (kA ) P (ρA |kA ) P νA |kA , CA
, C max
A
A∈{R,T }

Y

A∈{S,R,T }

(

as dened in Equations
over

kS

and

ρS

P (HA,1 |kA , ρA )

N
Y

)

P (HA,t |HA,t−1 , νA , kA , ρA ) ,

t=2

(12)

(6), (7), (9), (10), and (11). We do not dene prior distributions

as these parameters are not

hanged within our model, owing to the fa t

that the number of dierent tree topologies is xed.

2.3. Likelihood
Our likelihood is:

L = P (D|h) =

N
Y

P (yt |HS,t , HR,t , HT,t ) ,

(13)

t=1
as dened in Equation (4).

2.4. Posterior inference
In the Bayesian paradigm, we are interested in the posterior distribution of the parameters
and the hidden variables:

P (h, ν, kR , kT , ρR , ρT |D, kS , ρS , C) ∝ P × L,
where the prior

P

and likelihood

L

are dened in Equations (12) and (13). Re all that for

ertain ba teria and viruses the tree topology along the alignment
quen e of re ombination. This

ρS,(k6=i)

at the breakpoint

sequen e alignment

t

(14)

orresponds to a state transition

an

hange as a

onse-

HS,t = ρS,i → HS,t+1 =

of the ae ted region. Likewise, dierent segments of a DNA

an be under dierent sele tive pressure, whi h

tions between dierent rate states

HR,t .

orresponds to transi-

Hen e, our main obje tive is the estimation of the

marginal posterior probabilities:

P (HA,t |D, kS , ρS )

=

X

HA,1
where again

...

X

X

HA,t−1 HA,t+1

...

X

P (HA |D, kS , ρS ) ,

(15)

HA,N

A ∈ {S, R, T } , and the dependen e on C has not been made expli it to simplify
HS,t , HR,t , and HT,t along the DNA sequen e

the notation. Plotting the distributions of

Segmenting bacterial and viral DNA sequence alignments using a FHMM
alignment gives

lear indi ations about the lo ation of re ombinant regions, dierently di-

verged regions and regions with
The distributions

hanges in the transition-transversion ratio respe tively.

P (HA |D, kS , ρS )

are obtained by marginalisation of the posterior:

XXZ

X

P (HA |D, kS , ρS ) =

H{S,R,T }\A kR kT

where we have introdu ed the notation
the fa tor
and

HT .

ear time

A.

9

Hen e, when

A

is

S,

dρR

Z

dρT

Z

dνP (h, ν, kR , kT , ρR , ρT |D, kS , ρS ) ,
(16)

{S, R, T } \A to represent the set of fa

tors ex luding

the above marginalisation redu es to summing over

While the marginalisation in Equation (15)
omplexity using dynami

an be

HR

arried out e iently with lin-

programming te hniques dis ussed in Rabiner (1989),

the impli it marginalisations to make Equation (14) into a distribution, and the expli it
marginalisations in Equation (16) are intra table and have to be numeri ally approximated

ρR and kR , Husmeier (2005) demonstrated a Gibbs sampling proedure (Casella and George, 1992) for HS , HR , νS , and νR (the transition-transversion

with MCMC. For xed

ratio was assumed to be invariant along the alignment).

However, it is

omputationally

ρR , kR , ρT ,
omes from extending Husmeier (2005) to rigorously

intra table to dire tly sample from the appropriate marginal distributions of
or

kT .

The novelty of our paper

ρR , ρT , kR , and kT by adopting a RJMCMC Metropolis-Hastings s heme
(Green, 1995), allowing us to generate samples for ρR , kR , ρT , and kT despite the dimen-

marginalise over

sionality of the parameter spa e

hanging. The motivation for our model

omes from Boys

and Henderson (2004), who applied RJMCMC to inferen e in non-phylogeneti

HMMs for

segmenting individual DNA sequen es. We refer to our model, whi h generalises this approa h to the segmentation of whole DNA sequen e alignments in a phylogeneti
as the Phylogeneti

ontext,

Reversible Jump Fa torial Hidden Markov model (PRJ-FHMM).

3. Outline of the MCMC scheme
The following moves are performed for ea h iteration of the MCMC sampler:


HA ∼ P ·|νA , ρA , kA , H{S,R,T }\A , D for A = {S, R, T }.

min
max
Sample νA ∼ P ·|CA , CA , kA , HA , D for A = {S, R, T }.
∗
∗
∗
For A = {R, T }: propose ρA and kA by adapting ρA and kA . Propose HA ∼

∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
P ·|νA , ρA , kA , H{S,R,T }\A , D . A ept ρA , kA and HA if U [0, 1] < a eptan e probability, where U [0, 1] is a sample from the uniform distribution over the unit interval.

(a) Sample
(b)
( )

Note that the

onditioning part of ea h distribution

ontains the Markov blanket (Pearl,

1988) of the respe tive random variable to be sampled. The Markov blanket is the set of
parents, o-parents and hildren of a node. This set shields o a given node from all the other
nodes in the domain, that is,
the other nodes. Hen e,
the

onditional on its Markov blanket, a node is independent of all

onditioning on the Markov blanket is equivalent to

onditioning on

omplete set of random variables (ex luding the variable to be sampled). The Markov

blanket of ea h random variable

an easily be read o from Figure 1b: B is in A's Markov

blanket if and only if there is either an edge between A and B, or both A and B are parents
of another random variable (Pearl, 1988). This proves that the proposed s heme is a valid
Gibbs sampling s heme.
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3.1. Sampling HA ∼ P ·|νA , ρA , kA , H{S,R,T }\A , D
Sampling the hidden state sequen es HS , HR , and HT

an be ee ted with a Gibbs-within-

Gibbs pro edure, as des ribed in Husmeier and M Guire (2003). However, the sto hasti
forward-ba kward algorithm of Boys et al. (2000) has proven to lead to faster mixing and
onvergen e of the Markov hain (Werhli et al., 2006) and was, thus, used in the simulations
reported in this paper.


min
max
3.2. Sampling νA ∼ P ·|CA
, CA
, kA , ρA , HA , D
The sampling steps for νS , νR , and νT are straightforward due
distribution B , as dened in Equation (8). Dene:
ΨA

PN −1

=

t=1

I (HA,t = HA,t+1 ) ,

ΨA

to the

=

onjuga y of the beta

N − 1 − ΨA .

(17)

It is then easy to show from (6) that:

min
max
P νA |CA
, CA
, HA , kA , D





min
max
B νA |ΨA + α, ΨA + β . (18)
∝ I CA
≤ νA ≤ CA

See Husmeier and M Guire (2003) for a derivation for the untrun ated
then Equation (18) does not apply, as there is only a single possible

ase.

HA .

If

kA = 1,

To generate a

sample from the trun ated beta distribution we use a simple Metropolis-Hastings method
 see Lehra h (2007) for more detail.
Additionally,
of

ΨA

and

ΨA

allow us to generate an estimate of the posterior distribution

νA :

max

min
P νA |D, CA
, CA

where the supers ript
is easily



(i)
(i)
M
Ψ
+
β
+
α,
B
ν
|Ψ
X
A

A
A
1
min
max


,
I
C
≤
ν
≤
C
≈
A
max
A
A
R
M i=1 CA B ν |Ψ(i) + α, Ψ(i) + β dν
min
CA

A

A

A

A

(19)

(i)

represents the

ith

sample and we have

M

samples. The integral

al ulated using the trapezoid method.

∗
3.3. Proposing and conditionally accepting ρ∗A , kA
, and H∗A
We adopt a Reversible Jump Metropolis-Hastings s heme (Green, 1995) where we propose
kR ∗ and a new set of rate states ρR ∗ from kR and ρR . This

a new number of rate states

is done using a birth move (with probability bk ), a death move (with probability dk ) or a
∗
relo ation of one of the rate states (with probability rk ). A new HR is then proposed given
∗
∗
the new ρR . The new set of rate states ρR is then a epted with a probability su h that
given ergodi ity, the Markov hain is guaranteed to onverge in distribution to the orre t
posterior distribution. This pro edure is similar to the reversible jump move (b) from Boys
and Henderson (2004).

ρT and kT are adapted in the same way with identi al derivations, so we only show the
derivation for ρR and drop the R subs ript on kR . To use the Reversible Jump method,
∗
∗
we need to spe ify how we propose k and ρR . The set of all possible proposal moves is
∗
outlined in Table 1. Note that k is proposed su h that the Hastings fa tor an els out
∗
∗
∗
against the prior ratio. Lastly, we propose HR ∼ P (·|νR , ρR , k , HS , HT , D) as des ribed
in Se tion 3.1.
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Table 1. Possible proposal moves, the probability with which they are selected, and the corresponding
proposal probability πM (ρR ∗ |ρR ) for ρR ∗ . All π distributions presume that ρR ∗ is a valid proposal
given the move type, as otherwise the π distributions are not normalised. We use c = 0.4 – see
Green (1995).
∗
Move
Probability of move and
Des ription of how ρR is proposed
∗
type
proposal for ρR
o
n
Birth
bk = c min 1, PP(k+1)
A new rate is sampled from Q in Equation (11), the
(k)
∗
∗
1
prior
distribution on ρR for a single rate. Where to
k∗ = k+1
π (ρ |ρ ) =
Q (ρR )
b

R

R

k+1

insert the new rate state is randomly and uniformly
sampled from the

n
dk = c min 1,

P (k−1)
P (k)
πd (ρR ∗ |ρR ) = k1

Death

k∗ = k−1
Relo ation

eptan e probability

AB = Likelihood

a

An existing rate fa tor position is randomly hosen,
and its position re-sampled from

k ∗ , ρR ∗ ,

of

k + 1 possibilities.

A randomly hosen rate is deleted.

rk = 1 − (bk + dk )
πr (ρR ∗ |ρR ) = k1 Q (ρR ∗ )

k∗ = k

The a

o

and

HR ∗

is

min {1, AB },

Q (see birth move).

where:

ratio × Prior ratio × Inverse proposal probability ratio × |det (Ja obian)| ,
(20)

see Green (1995)  our formulation is

loser to that of Su hard et al. (2003).

We rst
∗
derive the a eptan e probability of a birth move. We rst propose a new rate state ρR
∗
∗
from QR in Equation (11). We then map (ρR , ρR ) to (ρR ). In Equation (20), the
Ja obian term refers to this mapping, and det stands for the determinant. This mapping is
a permutation, hen e the Ja obian is a permutation matrix, whi h implies

±1,

so

|det (Ja

obian)|

det (Ja

obian)

=

= 1.

From Equations (11), (12), and (13), and Table 1 we see that after

an elling, the terms

(by their initials) are:

LR

=

PR

=
=

IPPR

=
=

P (D|HR , k, νR , ρR , HS , HT )
P (D|HR ∗ , k + 1, νR , ρ∗R , HS , HT )
P (HR |k, νR , ρR ) P (k + 1) P (ρR ∗ |k + 1)
P (HR ∗ |k, νR , ρR ) P (k)
P (ρR |k)
P (HR |k, νR , ρR ) P (k + 1)
[Q (ρR ∗ )]
P (HR ∗ |k, νR , ρR ) P (k)
P (HR |k, νR , ρR , HS , HT , D) dk+1 πd (ρR |ρR ∗ )
P (HR ∗ |k + 1, νR , ρ∗R , HS , HT , D) bk πb (ρR ∗ |ρR )
P (k) k + 1
1
P (HR |k, νR , ρR , HS , HT , D)
.
P (HR ∗ |k + 1, νR , ρ∗R , HS , HT , D) P (k + 1) k + 1 Q (ρR ∗ )

All terms not involving

D

and

HR

a ratio of joint distributions over
distributions over

HR

an el between PR and IPPR. LR and PR together form

D

and

onditioned on

AB =

D

HR

whi h in turn simplies against the ratio of

in IPPR. Hen e:

P (D|k + 1, νR , ρR ∗ , HS , HT )
,
P (D|k, νR , ρR , HS , HT )

where due to the HMM stru ture,

P (D|ρR ∗ , k + 1, HS , HT , νR )

(21)

an be

omputed from

Equations (12) and (13) in linear time with a dynami al programming algorithm known as
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the forward algorithm (Rabiner, 1989). Note that the stated dependen e on the
variables be omes

lear from the

onditioning

onditional independen e graph of Figure 1b and the

properties of the Markov blanket, as dis ussed above.
The same

an ellations and simpli ations o

ur when

onsidering the a

eptan e prob-

ability of the death move as the death move is the inverse of the birth move. Hen e
∗
the a eptan e probability of a death move is the same (after repla ing k = k + 1 with
∗
k = k − 1) . The a eptan e probability of a relo ation is also the same (after repla ing
k ∗ = k + 1 with k ∗ = k ) as relo ation moves are symmetri al to themselves, in the same
way as the birth and death moves are symmetri al.
Note that Equation (18) does not apply when

HR .

Hen e

rate state,

νR

νR

k=1

as there is only a single possible

has no ee t on the likelihood. When moving from two rates to a single

is removed from the system. Correspondingly, when moving from a single

rate state to two rate states,

νR

is proposed from the prior.

To see that this leaves the

a

eptan e ratios un hanged, rst onsider the death move from two rate states to a single

min
max
in the denominator of PR, and a new proposal
rate. We have an extra P νR |CR , CR

min
max
so that
term Q (νR ) in the numerator of the IPPR. We set Q (νR ) = P νR |CR , CR
these terms an el, leaving the a eptan e probability un hanged. The reverse argument
applies to the birth move, so the a

eptan e probability is again un hanged.

3.4. Specific Markov chain settings and convergence diagnostics
To

he k for

onvergen e, we used the method of Gelman and Rubin (1992) and

the Potential S ale Redu tion Fa tors (PSRF) of

νA .

These

hara teristi s were

parameter spa e.

HR,t

and

HT,t

for

omputed

t ∈ {1, . . . , N },

and

hosen as they are invariant to the dimensionality of the

All results presented in the paper, for all models, were run at least in

ν

tripli ate (with the ex eption of the initial
study, whi h were repeated 10 times).

explorations and the syntheti

odon ee t

For our proposed model, the initial number of

rates was pi ked uniformly between 1 and

kmax ,

with ea h rate sampled randomly from

the uniform distribution. In this paper, we are mainly interested in investigating the rate
along the alignment, so all runs were started with only a single transition-transversion ratio,
randomly sampled from the uniform distribution.
We dis arded the rst 10,000 iterations of the PRJ-FHMM samples as the burn-in period.
10th sample was kept so that we ould form the

Then, for the next 200,000 iterations every

posterior summaries. The MCP of Minin et al. (2005) was run for 200,000 burn-in iterations,
followed by 4,000,000 sampling iterations where every 200th sample was kept. These lengths
were

hosen as they resulted in similar

The high PSRF was
degree of

onvergen e indi ations, as measured by the PSRF.

onsistently less than 1.08 (and often mu h less), indi ating a su ient

onvergen e. The proposed sampling s heme was extensively tested on syntheti

data and its results
keep this arti le

ompared to using numeri al integration on simple

ases. In order to

on ise, these results are presented elsewhere  see Lehra h (2007).

4. Comparison with a breakpoint model
Su hard et al. (2003) introdu ed the multiple- hange point (MCP) model where a DNA
sequen e alignment is split into dis rete segments by a series of breakpoints. The number of
segments is thus always one greater than the number of breakpoints. The topology, rate and
transition-transversion ratio are estimated independently between ea h su
breakpoints. This joint estimation

auses a priori

essive pair of

orrelation between the lo ations of the

Segmenting bacterial and viral DNA sequence alignments using a FHMM
hanges in the rate and the lo ations of
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hanges in the topology, whi h Minin et al. (2005)

removed by using one MCP to model the topology

hanges, and a separate MCP to model

hanges in both the rate and transition-transversion ratio. A software implementation of
their model is available from

http://www.biomath.u la.edu/msu hard/DualBrothers/.

Minin et al. (2005) pla e trun ated Poisson distributions over

bR ,

the number of break-

points of the rate or transition-transversion ratio along the alignment, and

bS ,

the number

of breakpoints of the topology along the alignment:

P bR |λB
R
where

λB
R

and



λB
S

bR
(λB
R)

∝

bR !

P bS |λB
S

I (bR < N ) ,



bS
(λB
S)

∝

bS !

I (bS < N ) .

(22)

dene the a priori expe ted mean numbers of rate/transition-transversion

ratio and topology breakpoints respe tively.
While the MCP of Minin et al. (2005) separates out estimating the phylogeneti

topol-

ogy, their model still jointly estimates the rate and transition-transversion ratio. The PRJFHMM estimates these quantities independently,
For the purposes of

ompli ating our theoreti al

omparison.

ρR

in the PRJ-

omparing the models, we will hen eforth assume that

FHMM has been augmented to additionally

ontain the transition-transversion ratio as-

so iated with ea h rate, allowing us to ignore

νT .

This simpli ation of the PRJ-FHMM

allows us to make the following observations. In the PRJ-FHMM,

νR

denes a binomial

distribution over the number of rate breakpoints in the alignment:



P (bR |νR ) =
where this argument also applies to
the limit of

N →∞

and

νR → 1,

N −1
bR

νS (νT



bR

(1 − νR )

(N −1)−bR

νR

.

(23)

is assumed to have been merged into

νR ).

In

the distribution in Equation (23) tends to that of (22),

with:

νR

=

1−

λB
R
,
N −1

(24)

as the Poisson distribution is the limiting

ase of the binomial distribution. In pra ti e,
λB
R . Hen e, the Poisson priors
used in the MCPs of Su hard et al. (2003) and Minin et al. (2005) an be regarded as almost
these distributions are extremely similar for small values of

equivalent to a single setting of

νS

and

νR ,

the transition probabilities in the PRJ-FHMM.

To summarise: the MCP of Minin et al. (2005) is ee tively a spe ial
with a xed value of

νS

the pro esses leading to

and

νR ,

ea h state o

hanged rates and

ontrast, our PRJ-FHMM separates

kR ,

ase of our model

urring only on e and no separation between

hanged nu leotide substitution parameters. In

the number of states (or dierent segment types)

from the average segment length (determined by

νR ),

where the average segment length is

not set to a xed value, but also inferred.
For an empiri al

omparison between the proposed phylogeneti FHMM and the dual
λB
R = 2λR − 1. This assumes that on average every
B
auses two extra breakpoints and that when λR = 1, both models are set

MCP of Minin et al. (2005), we map
extra rate state
to their most

onservative prior distributions. We have

between the proposed phylogeneti
to keep the present arti le

arried out an extensive

omparison

FHMM and the MCP of Minin et al. (2005). In order

on ise, we in lude only a subset of the results here, and refer

the reader to Lehra h (2007) for further details.
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5. Investigating the coupling of the rate and transition-transversion ratios
We also

onsider an alternative model where the rate and transition-transversion ratio are

ρR and ρT , we have kJ joint states: ρJ = {ρJ,1 , . . . , ρJ,kJ }, where ρJ,i =
We now allow for rate variation and hanges in the transition-transversion ratio

oupled. Instead of

[ρR,i , ρT,i ].

t with hidden random variables HJ,t ∈ ρJ . Hen e,
ρJ,i = [ρR,i , ρT,i ], the rate and the transition-transversion
t are then ρR,i and ρT,i . The new priors are:

by asso iating ea h alignment position
given that

HJ,t = ρJ,i ,

ratio at alignment

where

olumn

k −1

P (kJ ) ∝

(λJ ) J
I (kJ − 1 ≤ kmax ) ,
(kJ − 1)!

P (ρJ ) =

kJ
Y

QR (ρR,i ) QT (ρT,i )

where

(25)

ρJ,i = [ρR,i , ρT,i ] ,

(26)

i=1

QR and QT are dened in Se tion 2.2. The prior on kJ is of the same form as
kR given in Equation 10, while the prior on ρJ is the produ t of the priors on
individual terms in ρR and ρT .

where

the

prior on

the

The modelling of the topology is un hanged. While this model is also implemented in
our software, the fo us in this paper is upon the original model. We

an easily

ompute the

Bayes fa tor between these two models. The marginal likelihood of ea h hypothesis (H1 =
de oupled rate and transition-transversion ratio,

H2

P (D|λR , λT , H1 ) =p11 + p12

=

oupled)

an be expressed as:

P (D|λJ , H2 ) = p21 + p22 ,

(27)

where:

p11 =

dρR,1

Z

Z

dρT ,1 P (D, kR = 1, kT = 1, ρR = {ρR,1 } , ρT = {ρT,1 } |λR , λT , H1 )

dρJ,1 P (D, kJ = 1, ρJ = {ρJ,1 } |λJ , H2 )
Z
Z
XX
=
I (kR > 1 ∨ kT > 1) dρR dρT P (D, kR , kT , ρR , ρT |λR , λT , H1 )

p21 =
p12

Z

kR kT

p22 =

X Z

dρJ P (D, kJ , ρJ |λJ , H2 ) .

kJ >1

In order to keep the exposition more

on ise, we have marginalised over

HS ,

integrated

and removed the dependen ies on kS , ρS , and C from the notation. We an
easily estimate p12/p11 and p22/p21 from our MCMC simulations as the fra tion of samples
over

νS ,

whi h satisfy kR > 1 ∨ kT > 1 and kJ > 1 respe tively. As P (D|kR = 1, kT = 1, H1 ) =
P (D|kJ = 1, H2 ), it is easy to ompute p11/p21 from Equation (10). For instan e, if λR = 1,
λT = 1, λJ = 1, and kmax → ∞, then p11/p21 = e−1 . We an then ompute the Bayes fa tor
between the two models of interest as:

P (D|λR , λT , H1 ) p11 + p12
=
=
P (D|λJ , H2 )
p21 + p22

p11
p21

p12 p11
p11 p21
22
+ pp21

+

1

=

p11
p21


1+

1+

p12
p11

p22
p21



.

(28)
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Additionally, we
omputing

HS

p11

and

an also

p21 ,
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ompute the marginal likelihood of ea h model. This requires

whi h

ρR , ρT , νS , and HS .
omputationally e ient manner using the forwards-

an be requires marginalising over

an be marginalised over in a

ba kwards algorithm, and numeri al integration over the remaining 3 variables is a relatively
omputational operation. Given p11 and p21 , the marginal likelihoods of the
omputed as p11 (1 + p12/p11 ) and p21 (1 + p22/p21 ). Note that this numeri al

inexpensive
models

an be

integration is not required for

omputing the Bayes fa tor between the models.

6. Segmentation of a bacterial DNA sequence alignment
One of the rst indi ations for interspe i

Neisseria (Maynard Smith, 1992). We

re ombination was found in the ba terial genus

hoose a 787 nu leotide subset (between positions

296-1028) of the Neisseria argF DNA multiple alignment studied by Zhou and Spratt
We sele ted the four strains Neisseria gonorrhoeae (X64860), Neisseria menin-

(1992).

gitidis (X64866), Neisseria
Bank/EML a

inera (X64869), and Neisseria mu osa (X64873), where Gen-

ession numbers are shown in bra kets.

We investigate the stability of the methods by investigating the settings: λR ∈ {1, . . . , 5},
λB
R ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} for the MCP of Minin et al. (2005), as dis ussed in
B
Se tion 4. For the MCP, we set λS = 0.693 in Equation (22) as suggested by the authors.

whi h we map to

For the PRJ-FHMM we set

λT = 1,

as we are mainly interested in the predi tion of rate

variation.

6.1. The posterior distributions of νS and νR
If an alignment is best modelled by a single rate state instead of multiple rate states, then
hanging
of

νA

νR

(where

has no ee t on the system, and is irrelevant. Hen e, the posterior probability

P  (i)
1
A ∈ {S, R, T }) being relevant is M
i I kA > 1 , where A ∈ {S, R, T } and

M

is the number of samples. Bearing this in mind, Figure 2 shows the posterior distributions

of

νS

and

νR . νR

is relevant with probability

the alignment exhibits rate heterogeneity.

νS

0.998 ± 0.003.

Hen e, it is highly likely that

is always relevant, as

ρS

and

kS

are xed by

onstru tion of our model.
Noti e that the posterior distribution of
rior distribution of

νR

odon position spe i
triplet in the sequen e
triplet often does not

has multiple modes.
rate variation.

νS

has only a single mode, while the poste-

The multi-modality is presumably due to a

When a DNA sequen e

odes for a single amino a id. A
hange whi h amino a id is

odes for a protein, ea h

hange in the third position of the

oded for. Hen e, a mutation

in this position without having an impa t on the fun tion of the protein.

an o

ur

Consequently,

nu leotide substitutions in this position get established with a higher probability in the
population, resulting in the

odon position spe i

rate variation. To test this

onje ture,

we syntheti ally generated a set of DNA sequen e alignments with dierent trade-os between

odon-spe i

and region-spe i

how the simulations were

rate variation.

See Lehra h (2007) for details of

arried out. The results are shown in the bottom panels of Figure

2 and suggest that the bimodality observed in the distribution of
indeed, result from an interplay of these two ee ts.

νR = 0.5

ould be due to the

heterogeneity, owing to its

P (νR ) on Neisseria

ould,

This implies that the peak around

odon ee t. We are mainly interested in region-spe i

rate

onfounding ee t on the dete tion of re ombination (Husmeier,

2005), and its in reasing relevan e in fun tional genomi s (Nimrod et al., 2005; Siepel and
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Figure 2. The posterior distributions of νS and νR for Neisseria, and a synthetic study into the
discovered codon effect. In Sub-figure a), νS is plotted logarithmically approaching 1 along the xaxis and P (νS |D) is plotted on a logarithmic scale on the y-axis. Sub-figure b) displays P (νR |D),
in the same manner as Sub-figure a). The posterior probability of νR being relevant for modelling
the alignment is 0.998 ± 0.003, where νR is irrelevant if there is only a single rate state (kR = 1).
Sub-figures c) and d): A synthetic study of a possible reason for the multi-modality
of P (νR ) seen
ˆ
˜
in Sub-figure b). The log rate of each codon triplet along the sequence is: ρR − 2c , ρR − 2c , ρR + c ,
where ρR is the rate of the segment and c reflects the strength of the codon specific behaviour. Subfigure c) shows the setup of the synthetic study with different shadings indicating different segments.
The three lines for each segment indicate the three codon positions. Sub-figure d) shows how the
posterior for νR varies as we increase c. The horizontal axis represents c while the y-axis displays
the posterior distribution of νR for that value of c. Darker shadings indicate higher probability. As
the codon effect becomes stronger, it starts to dominate the predictions. At c ≈ 0.6, we can see a
multi-modal posterior as the model picks up both behaviours, corresponding to the multiple peaks
found in Sub-figure b). This suggests that the peak at around νR = 0.5 in Sub-figure b) results from a
codon position specific rate variation. Applications in functional genomics are interested in the largescale effect of rate variation to identify genomic regions under varying degrees of selective pressure.
min
For this reason we set CR
, the threshold on νR , to the minimum of P (νR |D) in Sub-figure b). In
this way, we switch off the codon effect, that is, the uninteresting contributions stemming from the
signature of the genetic code.
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Figure 3. The posterior distribution of the phylogenetic tree topology along the Neisseria alignment. Sub-figure a) shows the resulting estimates for the PRJ-FHMM while Sub-figure b) shows
the resulting estimates for the MCP of Minin et al. (2005). The x-axis represents the alignment
position, the y-axis the probability, and each sub-plot indicates the posterior probability of each possible topology. Topology 1 : [(N.gonorrhoeae, N.meningitidis), (N.cinera, N.mucosa)]; Topology 2 :
[(N.gonorrhoeae, N.cinera), (N.meningitidis, N.mucosa)]; Topology 3: [(N.gonorrhoeae, N.mucosa),
(N.cinera, N.meningitidis)]. Zhou and Spratt (1992) predicted a breakpoint at position 202, while the
phylogenetic FHMM predicts it to lie in the region 80-200 - this is the region where the posterior
probability of the recombinant tree topology gradually decreases from 1 to 0.

Haussler, 2004). For that reason we fo us on the peak representing promising long s ale

νR = 0.995.
νR , the posterior

behaviour at around
In

ontrast to

probability of

νT

being relevant is

0.677 ± 0.006,

indi-

ating that the model is un ertain about whether or not the transition-transversion ratio
hanges along the alignment. We do not show the posterior distribution for

νT

as the main

fo us of this paper is investigating rate variation  see Lehra h (2007) for a more

omplete

investigation of the behaviour of the transition-transversion ratio.
In order to a

urately determine the minimum between the mode ree ting the

odon

position spe i

rate variation and mode ree ting the long s ale behaviour, we reran the
min
simulation with CR
= CTmin = 0.95. The resulting posterior distributions over νR and
νT were then used to determine the lo ations of the minima between the odon and region
min
ee t peaks. The lower bounds on νR and νT were then set to these minima: CR
= 0.975
min
and CT
= 0.992.

6.2. Posterior distribution of the rate and phylogenetic tree topology
In Figure 3, we investigate the posterior distribution of the phylogeneti

tree topology for

the PRJ-FHMM and the MCP of Minin et al. (2005). The predi tions are in good agreement
with those of Zhou and Spratt (1992)  see the aption of the gure for details. We display
λR = 1 and λB
R = 1  the predi tions appeared stable for the ranges of
B
priors on the rates we tested: λR ∈ {1, . . . , 5} and the orresponding λR ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}.

the predi tions for
Figure 4

ompares the estimated rate along the alignment for the PRJ-FHMM and the

MCP of Minin et al. (2005). We display the results for the extremities of the prior range.
The PRJ-FHMM

onsistently nds that regions 1-75 and 425-530 are more diverged, with

some minor divergen e around 345-385.

In

ontrast, the MCP is strongly dependent on
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Figure 4. The credibility intervals of the posterior log rate distribution along the Neisseria alignment
for the PRJ-FHMM and the MCP of Minin et al. (2005). In each panel, the x-axis indicates the
alignment position and the y-axis indicates the log rate. The black line represents the mean posterior
rate, while the dashed and dotted lines represent the 66% and 95% credibility intervals. The panels
on the left represent the PRJ-FHMM, while the panels on the right represent the MCP. The top and
bottom panels compare the lowest and highest values of λR (hence also λB
R , due to the mapping
described in Section 4) that were investigated.
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Figure 5. Comparisons of the predicted numbers of rate states and segments present on the
alignment of bacterial DNA sequences by our PRJ-FHMM and the MCP of Minin et al. (2005). In
both cases, the horizontal axis represents λR , the expected mean number of additional rate states,
mapped to the MCP as described in Section 4. Sub-figure a) shows the estimated number of states,
with active rate states depicted above the line, and potential rate states shown below the line – active
rate states must occur at least once along the alignment. For λR ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, the PRJ-FHMM estimates that there are two to three rate states that occur repeatedly along the alignment. Sub-figure
b) shows the estimated number of segments with PRJ-FHMM and MCP (depicted in the top and
bottom panel, respectively). The MCP is sufficiently sensitive to changes in λR that the estimation
of the number of segments present is highly dependent on prior knowledge. The estimation of the
distribution over the number of segments for the PRJ-FHMM is stable, with 1, 4 or 6 segments most
likely.

the prior as the dete tion of rate variation at positions 1-75 is found only for spe i
settings of the prior. Zhou and Spratt (1992) found two anomalous regions present in the
alignment: 1-202 and 507-538. They suggested that 1-202 is the result of re ombination,
while unsure of the origin of the anomalous region 507-538. Both the PRJ-FHMM and the
MCP agree with Zhou and Spratt (1992) that no topology

hange o

urs around the region

507-538, but identify the anomalous region as part of a larger region of rate variation, namely
425-530.
o

The PRJ-FHMM and MCP

onsistently identied that a re ombination event

urs towards the beginning of the sequen e. However, only the PRJ-FHMM

identied the region 1-75 as being more diverged.
B
dependent on the setting of λR .
Figure 5 shows

In

onsistently

ontrast, the MCP predi tions are

omparisons of the predi ted numbers of rate states and segments by

the PRJ-FHMM and the MCP of Minin et al. (2005), and their dependen e on the prior.
Both the number of potential and a tive rate states are shown, where an a tive rate state
is dened as having to o

ur at least on e along the alignment.

of a tive rate states is more stable to

hanges in

λR .

The estimated number

The PRJ-FHMM gives a stable

predi tion of the number of dierent rate states present, whi h neither the MCP nor the
model of Husmeier (2005)

an estimate. For

there are two to three rate states that o

λR ∈ {1, . . . , 5},

the PRJ-FHMM predi ts that

ur repeatedly along the alignment. Sub-gure b)

shows the predi ted number of segments with the PRJ-FHMM and MCP shown in the top
and bottom panels, respe tively. The MCP
and furthermore is su iently sensitive to

annot predi t the number of states present,
hanges in

λR

that predi ting the number of
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Figure 6. Posterior probability that two alignment positions in Neisseria are in the same rate state.
Brighter shading indicates that it is more likely that the alignment positions shown along the x and y
axes are in the same rate state.

segments present is extremely di ult due to our la k of knowledge about how
ontrast, the predi tions of the PRJ-FHMM are stable  a
the PRJ-FHMM, we infer the distribution over

νR

λR

is set. In

onsequen e of the fa t that in

from the DNA sequen e alignment. This

produ es stable predi tions whi h indi ate un ertainty over the true number of segments
present.

6.3. Posterior probability of alignment positions being in the same state.
Figure 6 shows the posterior probability of pairings of olumns in the alignment sharing the
B
same rate state. When we set λR = 1, the MCP did not pi k up on rate variation around
B
positions 1-75. Hen e we instead show the results for λR = 9 and λR = 5. These plots are
symmetri al, and the posteriors along the diagonal are all 1 as they are by denition in the
same state as themselves.
The diagonal squares
leotide distributions of

apture the trivial ee t that the evolutionary histories and nuonse utive sites tend to be similar. The interesting information is

ontained in the o-diagonal blo ks. Two o-diagonal blo ks

an

learly be dis erned in the

left panel of Figure 6. One of the blo ks, marked by A, indi ates a

orrelation between the

segments 1-80 and 420-550. The se ond o-diagonal blo k, marked by B, indi ates a

or-

relation between the segments 80-350 and 550-787. Interestingly, this dependen e stru ture
is

onsistent with the results reported in Zhou and Spratt (1992). A

ording to these au-

thors, there are two anomalous regions in the DNA sequen e alignment: at the beginning
of the alignment, and in a segment around position 500. Now, blo k B

aptures the ee t

that most parts of the alignment are not anomalous - and hen e related to ea h other.
Blo k A indi ates that the two anomalous regions, though dierent from the remainder
of the alignment, are similar to ea h other. This is

onsistent with the ndings in Zhou and

Segmenting bacterial and viral DNA sequence alignments using a FHMM
Spratt (1992), where both regions are reported as being more diverged.
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Note that the

MCP model, whose predi tion is shown in the right panel of Figure 6, is oblivious to this
pattern; in fa t, its predi tion is indistinguishable from one in whi h the two anomalous
segments are unrelated (e.g. one being more and the other being less diverged).

6.4. Investigating the coupling of rates and transition-transversion ratios
Using the methods outlined in Se tion 5, we investigated if the model that

ouples the rate

and transition-transversion ratio is favoured over the de oupled model. In this example, we
set

λR = 1, λT = 1,

and

then the Bayes fa tor is

λJ = 1. The results were dependent on C. If ν is not onstrained,
1.04 in favour of the oupled model, indi ating that both models

are approximately equally likely.

However, if both models are fo used on the interesting

long s ale behaviour, the Bayes fa tor is

1.90

in favour of the de oupled model, whi h the

main model explored in this paper.
Our observation that the Bayes fa tor

hanges with a variation of the prior distribution

of the parameters is well-known in Statisti s. For example, for a vague prior distribution
that poorly ts the data, the Bayes fa tor is known to favour the less

omplex model.

This ee t, whi h is related to Lindley's paradox, has e.g. been dis ussed in Jasra et al.
(2005). We note that the situation is more

omplex in our situation, and

an be explained

biologi ally. As seen from the top right panel of Figure 2, there are two ranges of rate heterogeneity. The dominant peak on the left is related to the short-range ee t of the geneti
ode. When

onstraining

νR

so as to ex lude this ee t, we allow the model to fo us on long-

range regional ee ts, related e.g. to dierent sele tive pressures, dierent

odon biases et .

There is no biologi al reason why the rate heterogeneity and the transition-transversion
ratio should be
the un oupled
the short-range

oupled here, and the Bayes fa tor, in fa t, turns out to slightly favour
hains. When not

onstraining

hara teristi s of the geneti

νR ,

we mix the long-range behaviour with

ode: the third

odon position is well-known

to be under less sele tive pressure due to the high prevalen e of synonymous substitutions (meaning substitutions that do not

hange the amino a ids). Interestingly, a re ent

study (Bofkin and Goldman, 2007) has shown that the transition-transversion ratio also follows this signature: First and se ond

odon positions have virtually identi al distributions

of transition-transversion biases but the third

odon position has a mu h higher average

transition-transversion bias. Sin e both the overall rate variation,

aptured by the se ond

hain, as well as the transition-transversion ratio, represented by the third

hain, follow the

same signature, the variations in the overall rate and the transition-transversion ratio are
ee tively

oupled. By not

onstraining

range behaviour favouring the

νR ,

we thus get a mixture of two ee ts: the short-

oupled, the long-range behaviour favouring the un oupled

model. This explains why, overall, no model is favoured and the Bayes fa tor approa hes 1.

7. Segmentation of maize actin genes
We have applied our method to four maize a tin gene sequen es with the following GenBank/EMBL a

ession numbers: U60514, U60513, U60508, and U60507. We used the same

alignment as in (Husmeier, 2005), and dete ted the same gene
this earlier study, in

onversion event as found in

onrmation of the nding reported in Moniz de Sa and Drouin (1996).

The new result we have obtained is shown in the left panel of Figure 7, whi h shows the
posterior probability that two alignment positions are in the same rate state.
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Figure 7. The posterior probability that two alignment positions in the maize actin gene sequence
alignment are in the same rate state. The layout is identical to Figure 6.

Our method

learly dete ts an outlying region between sites 370 and 475. As it turns out

(Lehra h, 2007), this region

onstitutes an inadvertently in luded intron, whi h owing to

the la k of sele tive pressure is signi antly more diverged than the
it is anked. Note that the

oding regions by whi h

orresponding plot obtained for the MCP model, shown in the

right panel of Figure 7, is less

lear in dete ting this outlier, as it

annot be distinguished

from an alignment of, say, three genes or three dierently diverged

oding regions.

For

further details, see Lehra h (2007).

8. Segmentation of a DNA sequence alignment of HIV-1
In 1996, a re ombinant HIV-1 strain termed KAL153

aused an epidemi

outbreak of AIDS

infe tion among intravenous drug users around Kaliningrad, Russia. Liitsola et al. (1998)
identied KAL153 as a re ombinant of HIV-1 subtypes A and B. We analysed a whole
genome sequen e alignment of KAL153 with three

onsensus sequen es of HIV-1 subtypes

A, B, and F from the Los Alamos HIV Sequen e Database. We used the same sequen e
alignment as in Su hard et al. (2003).
In the interest of spa e, we were advised by a referee to keep this se tion short.

We

therefore only summarise our main ndings, and refer the reader to Lehra h (2007) for a
omprehensive dis ussion of the results.
As we dis ussed before, the MCP model

an be regarded as a spe ial

ase of the PRJ-

FHMM model. We should therefore be able to reprodu e the results of Minin et al. (2005)
by setting the PRJ-FHMM parameters to be equal to their respe tive

ounterparts in the

MCP model. This was in fa t onrmed in our study. Following Minin et al. (2005) we set
min
CR
= 0.999 and CTmin = 0.999, a lower bound equivalent to the setting of Minin et al.
B
(2005) where λR = 9. Sin e HIV-1 ontains ten major genes along the alignment (gag, pro,

pol, env, vif, vpr, vpu, tat, rev, and nef  see Su hard et al., 2003), this

orresponds to both
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the MCP and the PRJ-FHMM expe ting on average ea h gene to have its own rate and
transition-transversion ratio.
(2007), whi h

The results are shown in Figures 6.22 and 6.23 of Lehra h

onrm that the results obtained with the MCP and PRJ-FHMM models are

indeed very similar.
The advantage of the proposed PRJ-FHMM model over the MCP model is that

νR

an

be inferred from the sequen e alignment. Hen e rather than setting νR ee tively xed by
min
min
a restri tive setting of CR
and CT , as des ribed above for mimi king the setting of the
min
min
MCP model, we relaxed the values of CR
and CT
and sampled νR from the posterior
distribution with RJMCMC; see the dis ussion in Se tion 3. Surprisingly, we found a diffuse posterior distribution of

νR

that la ked the interpretable stru ture we had observed

for Neisseria, as depi ted in Figure 2. While on the fa e of it this looks like a failure, it in
fa t oers us a powerful diagnosti
distribution of

νR

tool. Namely, the la k of any stru ture in the posterior

indi ates some fundamental problem with either the sequen e alignment,

or with some other aspe t of the model, like an inappropriate nu leotide substitution model.
If, for instan e, the expe ted posterior distribution for

νR

is inferred when using an alter-

native alignment algorithm, it might indi ate that this alternative alignment algorithm is
superior.

We feel that agging these problems up is important for the user.

This is an

advantage over the MCP model, whi h does not infer the distribution of any parameter
equivalent to

νR

and hen e la ks the diagnosti

potential to provide su h indi ations.

9. Discussion
Boys et al. (2000) outlined some of the advantages that HMMs have
models. When, for instan e, re ombination o
ment, the PRJ-FHMM

ompared to breakpoint

urs in the middle of a DNA sequen e align-

an easily identify that the segments on either side have identi al

hara teristi s by assigning them to the same state, and thus with every extra o
the state in reases the
for an example). In

onden e of estimating the state

urren e of

hara teristi s (see Lehra h (2007)

ontrast, the MCP independently estimates the rate and transition-

transversion ratio for ea h repeated o
segment. The PRJ-FHMM

urren e of a state be ause it is modelled as a separate

an nd repeated o

urren es of states in a

omputationally ef-

 ient manner due to the existen e of e ient algorithms for inferen e in HMMs.
Additionally, we have shown that the MCP of Minin et al. (2005) is ee tively a spe ial
νR , equivalent to the parameter λB
R , by EquaB
tion (24). In pra ti e, there is un ertainty about how to set λR . The proposed Bayesian
ase of our model with a xed value of

inferen e s heme addresses this un ertainty

onsistently by sampling

distribution. As seen from Figures 4 and 5, this leads to a

νR

from the posterior

onsiderable stabilisation of the

predi tions of the rate along the ba terial DNA alignment.
For the ba terial DNA sequen e alignment analysed in Se tion 6, the PRJ-FHMM has
provided independent veri ation for the
lous region around

507 − 538

laim of Zhou and Spratt (1992) that the anoma-

is not the result of re ombination. Instead, the PRJ-FHMM

and the MCP have predi ted that this anomalous region is part of a larger region of rate
variation. In

ontrast to the MCP of Minin et al. (2005), we have also

ed rate variation o

urring between alignment positions

1 − 75,

onsistently identi-

one of the more diverged

regions found by Zhou and Spratt (1992). The MCP of Minin et al. (2005), on the other
hand, did not

onsistently dete t this region; the variability of its rate predi tion results
λB
R . We have demonstrated that the proposed model
B
infers the transition probability νR  equivalent to λR by Equation (24)  from the DNA
from the un ertainty in how to set
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sequen e alignment, pi king up long s ale behaviour, and

odon position spe i

ation, and we have shown that by setting the hyperparameters

C

rate vari-

appropriately, we

an

fo us on the behaviour we wish to investigate. Additionally, the de oupling of segments
and states allowed us to predi t that there were two to three dierent types of rate states
present along the alignment.
For the HIV-1 DNA sequen e alignment, we did not infer a learly interpretable probability distribution of

νR ;

this is in

ontrast to the distribution obtained for Neisseria, depi ted

in Figure 2b. A possible reason is ina
their large geneti

ura ies in the DNA sequen e alignment; owing to

diversi ation, HIV sequen es are well-known to be intrinsi ally di ult

to align. This points to an advantage of our proposed method over the MCP method of
B
Minin et al. (2005), whi h does not in lude this inferen e step (λR , the parameter equivalent
to

νR , is set xed) and
νR to a xed value

tool. However, when setting the value
λB
R used by Minin et al. (2005), our
method ee tively reprodu es the authors' predi tions.
of

hen e la ks this diagnosti

orresponding to the value of

10. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have investigated re ombination and rate heterogeneity along three alignments: one of ba terial DNA sequen es, another of HIV-1 DNA sequen es, and a third of
plant a tin genes, where our analysis was performed using a fully Bayesian phylogeneti

fa -

torial hidden Markov model. The fo us of our proposed model is simultaneously dete ting
re ombination and

hara terising the rate states (or patterns of evolution) and rate seg-

ments of the alignments. This has many appli ations in fun tional genomi s like identifying
fun tional regions of proteins (Nimrod et al., 2005) and in
Blan hette, 2007) for dete ting regulatory elements. In

omparative genomi s (Chen and

ontrast, the fo us of previous work

su h as Husmeier (2005) was on dete ting re ombination, and required

hoosing the set of

possible rate states (or average bran h lengths) in advan e, leading to limited a

ura y in

hara terising the rate, spurious predi tions of rate variation (see Lehra h, 2007), and an
inability to analyse the rate states.
We have shown that the MCP model of Minin et al. (2005) is a spe ial
formulation, and that generalising the model in a HMM formulation
that the breakpoint model

ase of our HMM

an produ e results

annot obtain, su h as posterior probabilities for dierent regions

of the alignment sharing similar evolutionary hara teristi s. This is an additional benet to
onsistently addressing the un ertainty inherent in the breakpoint model about how to set
the number of rate segments. We also investigated if the rate and transition-transversion
ratio should be estimated in a

oupled fashion, and found that there was more support

for these pro esses being separated when ex luding short-range behaviour related to the
signature of the geneti
Our model

ode. Both models are available in our software.

an be enhan ed to exploit the annotations that are available for the align-

ments, namely that given the positions of introns and exons, the
elled by dening

odon position spe i

odon ee t

an be mod-

rate osets. This was suggested by Felsenstein and

Chur hill (1996), but has not yet been integrated into our model and software.
There are many promising ways to exploit the model's ability to use
omplex state/segment spe i

onsiderably more

evolutionary models, involving substantially more parame-

ters than the HKY85 model employed in the present analysis. Consider using the model of
Goldman and Yang (1994), whi h dire tly

hara terises the rate of nu leotide triplets with

a detailed model involving 63 parameters; this will be almost unfeasible under a breakpoint
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model as ea h segment would require independently estimating this large number of parameters (see also Kosiol et al. (2007) for a re ent 71 parameter model). In
proposed model would use all repeated o

ontrast our

urren es of a state to estimate these parameters,

due to its HMM formulation.
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